
Lecture 9: Changes in other climate variables

This lecture will give some examples of the changes

expected in other aspects of the climate system,

focussing on those that we can understand based on

our discussion of the basic physics. I won’t attempt to

give anything close to a balanced overview of the

impacts of climate change: there are plenty of books

around for you to read up on that kind of thing if you

are interested (the IPCC report summaries, available on

http://www.ipcc.ch being a good starting point).

We’ll just look at four impacts which illustrate

important aspects of the physics:

• Sea level rise (already discussed in lecture 8).

• Changes in the global hydrological cycle.

• Changes in extreme weather risk.

• Changes in ocean circulation and abrupt climate

change.
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Climate change and the hydrological cycle

Many of the earliest impacts of climate change are

likely to be felt through changing rainfall rather than

rising temperatures, simply because many human and

natural systems are more dependent on rainfall. So how

to we expect rising greenhouse gases to affect rainfall?

Understanding regional changes requires detailed

regional modelling, but we can explore some basic

principles.

First, rising tropical SSTs are expected to enhance the

strength of the Hadley Circulation: more moist enthalpy

available for convection. This implies more ascent and

more precipitation in the inter-tropical convergence

zones and more subsidence, and hence less

precipitation, in sub-tropical subsidence zones.

This general pattern of intensification of existing rainfall

patterns is pretty much what is seen in climate models,

but how much intensification?
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How much more (or less) will it rain in a changing

climate?

Answering this question requires us to think about what

determines how much it rains in today’s climate. The

usual answer is that a warmer atmosphere is expected

to contain more moisture, so it rains more. This

doesn’t actually follow.

If both relative humidity and “residence time” for

moisture in the atmosphere were to remain unchanged,

global rainfall would increase following

Clausius-Clapeyron, which works out to around 7% per

degree of warming. We see less than half this in climate

models: why? In general, the processes with the longest

time-constants are rate-determining. When we

discussed moist convection in lecture 3, what was the

slowest step in the whole Carnot cycle?
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Evaporation and transport of moisture are relatively fast

processes, and the atmosphere has an essentially

limitless supply of moisture available from the ocean

surface, so these processes do not control global

rainfall, although moisture availability is an important

constraint on local and short-term rainfall amounts.

Global precipitation is controlled by the ability of the

troposphere to radiate away the latent energy released.

We can write down an energy budget for the

troposphere in terms of departures from some

equilibrium conditions thus:

L′∆P = ∆F ↑
tropopause + ∆F ↓

surface − ∆Fsensible

where L′ is an “effective” latent heat of evaporation of

water allowing for the (small) fraction of moisture that

typically falls as snow, the first two terms on the RHS

are changes in radiative fluxes and the third term is the

change in direct heating of the atmosphere by the

surface. This is typically small (at least in climate

models) because near-surface lapse rates don’t change.
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L∆P is around 1 Wm−2 for a 1% increase in global

precipitation. An instantaneous doubling of CO2

reduces upward longwave radiation, so

∆F ↑
tropopause ≃ −3.7 Wm−2: you worked out why in the

problem sets. If you had done a similar calculation for

the surface, you would have found that doubling CO2

also increases downward longwave radiation at the

surface, but by a smaller amount:

∆F ↓
surface ≃ 1-2 Wm−2.

You can understand why by thinking about your

solution to Schwarzschild’s equation: near the surface,

increasing CO2 lowers the transmittance-weighted-mean

height (and hence increases the temperature) of

downward-radiating CO2 molecules. This increases

downward irradiance in many wavelengths, but not

those in which the troposphere is optically thick,

whereas we did find increasing CO2 reduced upward

irradiance at the tropopause in these wavelengths.
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Hence, in the absence of any temperature response, an

increase in CO2 results in a decrease in global rainfall,

∆P ≃ −2% percent. As tropospheric temperatures

rise, ∆F ↑
tropopause + ∆F ↓

surface increases, by

2-3 Wm−2 K−1.

So, in equilibrium, the percentage change in

precipitation in response to a doubling of CO2 is

approximately ∆P = −2 + 2∆T percent, which is

much less than the 7% per K suggested by

Clausius-Clapeyron.
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Extreme weather

One aspect of changing extreme weather follows

directly from this discussion of the hydrological cycle.

While global long-term average rainfall is controlled by

radiation, local and short-term rainfall is controlled by

moisture supply. So we might expect increases in the

rainfall released in the top 1% wettest days, for

example, to go up by something closer to

Clausius-Clapeyron. This is indeed what is observed in

climate models (very much more-or-less), so we are

fairly confident that future rainfall will be more

concentrated into the strongest precipitation events.

There is another even simpler reason why the impact of

climate change is most evident on extreme weather. If

you load a dice to double the odds on a six, what do

you do to the odds on a double six? And a treble six?

Hence a small and insignificant change in the risk of a

warmer-than-normal summer can translate into a very

substantial change in the risk of a deadly heatwave.
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This is a nice example of the distinction between

weather and climate, necessary to deal with the

standard pub question “how can you predict the climate

of 2050 when you can’t predict the weather next

week?” The answer, of course, is that climate is the

expected weather, or the statistical moments of the

weather attractor, which may (and, indeed, appears to)

respond quite predictably to external forcing even when

the weather itself is unpredictable.

Some aspects of the climate system’s response to

external forcing may be inherently less predictable than

the gradual changes in temperature, precipitation and

extreme-weather-risk we have been discussing so far.
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Sudden climate change

We noted in the last lecture how the melting of the

Greenland Ice Cap provided one example of an

irreversible climate change. We now look at another,

more famous, example: the possibility of an irreversible

shut-down of the thermohaline circulation.

The density of sea-water depends on both temperature,

T , and salinity, S. In tropical regions, T dominates, but

at high latitudes, salinity effects are much more

important. Temperature alone would force a

Hadley-cell-like overturning, with rising at the equator

and sinking at the poles, but there is also a net flux of

fresh water in the atmosphere from the equator to the

poles (E − P is larger at low latitudes), which means a

net flux of salinity from the poles to the equator.
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Stommel’s two-box model of the THC

Suppose the ocean consists of two boxes, a large

“non-polar” box where temperature T1 varies but

salinity S1 is fixed and a small deep-water-forming

“polar” box whose temperature T2 is fixed (at 277K,

for example: remind yourself why) but whose salinity S2

varies.

Let q represent the rate of density-driven overturning

between the two boxes, with increasing q meaning more

sinking at the poles, and e the net input of fresh water

into the polar box.

By conservation of salinity in the polar box

dS2

dt
= −e + |q|(S1 − S2) .

Linearize the equation of state:

ρ = ρ0(1 − αT1)

in the non-polar box and

ρ = ρ0(1 + βS2)

in the polar box.
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Working with temperature and salinity differences, set

T = T1 and S = −S2 (polar box is currently relatively

fresh), we look for steady solutions:

0 = e − |q|S

Assuming a buoyancy-driven overturning (density

differences opposed by a linear “resistance”) gives

q = c(αT − βS)

Hence
q

q0

= 1 −
δ

|q|
,

where q0 = cαT is the overturning the absence of

salinity forcing and

δ =
βe

αT

is a measure of the relative importance of salinity

forcing.
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For some values of T , or q0, this model supports

multiple solutions. Large positive q corresponds to

present-day conditions, with a vigorous circulation

sinking at the poles, while small negative q corresponds

to a reversed, salinity driven, circulation, sinking at the

equator. There is some evidence in the geological

record that such thermohaline reversals have occurred

in the past, and may be responsible for the rapid

climate fluctuations which occurred as the earth moved

out of the last ice-age.

If we increase fresh-water input in high latitudes, δ

increases (“haline braking”) while q0 remains

unchanged. If we sketch the thermally-driven LHS q/q0

and the haline-driven RHS − δ
|q| as a function of q, the

solution is given by the intercepts. Increasing δ moves

the curves representing the RHS downwards, until

eventually the upper “present day” solution disappears,

and q collapses rapidly to the weak reversed circulation.
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In this simple model, even if δ is reduced again, the

overturning does not recover (an example of hysteresis).

In more realistic models, things are much less clear-cut.

There is a general tendency for the THC to weaken

with increasing high-latitude precipitation, which may

moderate the greenhouse warming over Europe, but

very dramatic sudden shut-downs are not observed in

the current generation of models.
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External forcing of long-term climate changes:

Milankovitch cycles and ice-ages

The amount and distribution of solar energy incident on

the earth’s surface varies due to

• Precession of the equinoxes (where the north pole

points at apehelion) – 19 & 23 kyr.

• Obliquity (variation in tilt of earth’s axis) – 41 kyr.

• Eccentricity (orbit aspect ratio) – 100 kyr.

Which of these affect total incident solar radiation

(insolation)? Why might Northern Hemisphere

insolation matter more than Southern Hemisphere

insolation? Most of the power in Northern Hemisphere

insolation is at 19–41 kyr periods, but over the past 700

kyr, most of the response has been at 100 kyr periods.

Explanations involve feedbacks between ice-sheet

albedo, temperature and greenhouse gases, which may

have had even more dramatic impacts in the very

distant past.
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Snowball earth:

There is evidence that, between 550 and 750 million

years ago, the earth was frozen over completely for

periods of up to 10 million years. The story:

• Continents re-arrange to allow more rain to fall on

land, scrubbing the atmosphere of CO2.

• Single-celled animals fail to maintain atmospheric

CO2 levels, so temperatures drop and polar ice-caps

advance.

• Advancing ice-caps increase the planetary albedo,

reducing temperatures further.

• When ice-caps reach ∼30N/S, the system is no

longer stable, and the tropics freeze over altogether

(very similar argument to the Stommel’s model of

the collapse of the THC).

• Photosynthesis stops, so CO2 levels rise through

volcanic activity.
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• Eventually, the greenhouse effect becomes so strong

that it melts the equatorial ice despite the high

albedo, giving a rapid temperature rise to ∼50◦C

within a few hundred years.

• The process starts again, until the chaos following

one of these rapid warming events triggers the

formation of the first multi-cellular animals, who

stop CO2 declining to the critical level to allow

snowball earth to form.

So, abrupt climate change tends to get a bad rap, but

it may have played a role in our being here in the first

place.
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